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▸The Society for the Rehabilitation of the Disabled Selangor & Federal

Territory is a charitable organization founded in 1972.

▸YAB Tun Dr Siti Hasmah binti Mohd Ali is the Patron of the Society.

▸Rumah Insaniah Tun Dr. Siti Hasmah was established on 12 March,

1988 to accommodate the disabled with shelter, food and lodging

while they participate in the rehabilitation programs.



The care and services :

▸To provide hostel facilities and value added services to the disabled.

▸To assist and to educate the disabled on the importance of living

independently so as not to burden their family and loved ones.

▸To provide opportunities for social exposure by participating in

activities organized by welfare agencies, societies, institutions as

well as individuals.

▸To provide employment.



Services / Training Provided by the Centre
Tailoring: Items such as cloth bags and curtains are sewn by our residents, 
under the strict supervision of our sheltered workshop supervisor.

Assembly of parts: Toys, games and party packs are assembled by our 
residents.

Packaging: Residents package items for use such as in the beverage or 
hospitality industries.

Simple training in computer: Basic tutorials are offered to residents who 
show keen interest in computers.

Arts & Craft: Residents are trained to assemble various arts and crafts items.

Preparation and cooking of meals: Under supervision, residents are trained to 
prepare food items and practice hygiene standards in the kitchen and dining 
areas.

Fitness exercise: A trainer supervises the residents when using the equipment.

Sports & recreation: Residents who show a keen interest in sports activities 
are supervised by trainers to international performance standards. The 
Society has an active archery club whose members include able and disabled 
sports men and women.



PERSON IN-CHARGE
MS. AMY



FIRST VISIT
1ST OF OCTOBER



BEFORE WE GO…



▸Researched about ideas for potential

products.

▸Discussion about the products.

▸Looked at the videos of ideas that Miss

Noorseah has uploaded.

▸The first idea that we came out with is a

pencil case because it is a product that

people would usually use and the

instructions are simple and easy to do by

the residents of PPOC.

▸After we decided what product we would be

doing, we started drafting out some

blueprints/schematics.



▸Miss Amy gave a space

for us to work which did

not disturb the residents of

PPOC when they are

working.

▸Proposed our ideas to

Miss Amy but she was a

bit busy. So, we used that

time to try out some of our

theories on how to make a

pencil case.



▸The fabric that we used was

chosen from the extra fabric

that Miss Amy gave us, we

mainly picked out the fabrics

with plain colour so the final

product would not be so fancy.

▸The first step that we did was

we measured and marked on

the fabrics then passed to

another group for cutting and

sewing by hand.



▸After completing our draft

products and Miss Amy was

free, she then helped us to

resewed the pencil case using

the sewing machine.

▸After figuring out all the

instructions, we drew them into

pictures as a pictorial record

for Miss Amy and the residents

of PPOC.



INSTRUCTIONS ON HOW WE CREATE OUR PENCIL
CASE



SEWING OF THE PRODUCT







SECOND VISIT
7TH OF OCTOBER



PREPARATION STAGE



▸Think of the ideas before 

going to the center.

▸Make appointment with 

Miss Amy for the next 

visit.



▸Shop for ribbon and potpourri flowers



PROCESS STAGE



SELECT FABRIC



MEASURE & CUT THE FABRIC



SEW THE POUCH INSIDE OUT



CRUSH THE POTPOURRI FLOWER



PUT IN THE CRUSHED
POTPOURRI FLOWER



VIDEO OF US SEWING



TIE THE POUCH WITH RIBBON



THIRD VISIT
21ST OF OCTOBER



BUT BEFORE THAT…



▸Simple

▸Useful

▸New

▸Profitable

Planning to come up with 

something



A CABLE 
ORGANISER

After some discussion and brainstorming,

finally we came out with an idea



THIRD VISIT

21ST OCTOBER, FRIDAY

▸well-prepared, ready to try out new idea

▸ learn to use the mini sewing machine

CHOOSE MEASURE CUT SEW



AFTER A FEW ATTEMPTS

ended up getting the right size to tie a phone cable or a earphone cable perfectly



FOLLOWED BY THE VELCRO STRAP BEING CUT AND
SEW ONTO THE FABRIC TO FINISH UP THE
PRODUCT



AND IT WORKS JUST FINE!



Went proposed it to Miss Amy



BUT SADLY

▸She shot our idea down and said that she doesn't think that anyone would 
want to buy the product, and that she will only make them if there is a quantity 
of order that came in

▸We felted it is kind of unfair of her to make assumptions like this and so to 
prove our idea really works, we went test market in our very own class.



LAST VISIT
11TH OF NOVERMBER



▸Measure the fabric sample to the correct

size for the cable organizer

▸For easier job for cutting out the fabric

we cut out one piece of paper roughly

around 15mm X 10mm for stencil

▸We use pen to draw the outline and then

cut out the fabric accordingly



▸Fold the fabric into half and let

Miss Amy to sew by using the

sewing machine

▸We flip the fabric inside out and

then next step Miss Amy will sew

on the Velcro onto the fabric strip





HELPING OUT MISS AMY



▸Fold the fabric into half and let Miss Amy to sew by using the sewing

machine

▸We flip the fabric inside out and then next step Miss Amy will sew on

the Velcro onto the fabric strip



▸Miss Amy taught us to use the vertical cutter for cutting the woven fabric

▸Learn how to work as a team

▸Work better, faster and efficiently when in a team



PROBLEM WE FACED



▸We got the wrong information on what was expected from us. They

preferred ideas instead of mass producing a product.

▸We have no experience in sewing or making handcraft so we did a lot of

experimenting at the start.

▸We weren’t allowed to use the sewing machines there so we had to

manually sew on all our draft products.

▸Miss Amy had no faith in our ideas, she keep rejecting all of our proposal

so we had to work hard to prove her wrong.

▸Communication problems, Miss Amy mainly speaks Cantonese so only

two of us are able to communicate with her well.



CONCLUSION



Things we help out with:

▸Giving a total of 6 ideas to Miss Amy which she

can later on use to mass produce.

▸Helped out around the center with a few things.

▸Earn a total of 100 ringgit by selling the cable

organizer.



Things we learned:

▸We improved on our sewing skills and

handicraft work.

▸We learned to be patient when talking to people

there.

▸We learn to have better teamwork and divided

the workload based on personal skills.



Reflection

▸Lim Han Yuan

I think this module has really helped me and my group mates to learn the

importance of team work, responsibility, planning and always thinking ahead. We

faced many problems which has really discourage us, throughout the process of our

project/ service but learning to see things to the end and completing what we said

we would do by coming together as a team to face the problem. We also learned

that not every person we will meet in the future will be nice and easy to work with

but we still have to do it and put our ego aside. All in all, we left the center happy

with what we manage to finish within our 20 hours of community service.



Reflection

▸Nicosius

Overall this Community Service Initiative Module help me to be more aware on my

surrounding social society. It help me to develop more on my communication skills,

team work and problem solving. It also help me to be aware that there are

community that needs help so they can do what they do.



Reflection

▸Wai Suk Sian

After few visits to the center, I had widen up my knowledge. I also get to learn the

process of producing a product. It actually requires time and effort to make a good

product. Moreover, get to improve my sewing skills. My patient had slowly increase

as talking to disable people have to be very gentle and soft to them. Beside that, we

team work is getting stronger each time as most of the time we work and solve the

problems together. We also get to trust each more. Last but not least, we are very

happy with all of our products and our distribution to the center.



Reflection

▸Emily

Through involving myself in 20 hours of community service activities, i found myself
improved in terms of creativity and hand skills, where we need to design a simple
yet profitable product with the existing material they have at the PPOC center and to
make it out by our own hands. Furthermore, this module has helped me developed
my personal as well as social responsibility, as we're exposed to community needs
and experienced caring for people that are in need, while learning about the
resources available for the people to revitalise their communities. Other than that i
have also learnt to be more patience in everything i do, either it's towards things that
i do or over people. Last but not least, i have learnt to appreciate more in life as I
considered myself as the lucky one. I'm born in a healthy body therefore i have the
responsibility to help the less fortunate ones in the world.



Reflection

▸Vivian

I would like to thanks Miss Noorseah to give me this chance to completed my first
community service in university life. After this community service, I learned a few
lesson that I won't be learned during my Course. First, a good teamwork can
produce a better result. I was glad that my team always discuss before start working
and separate our works nicely. Besides, I learned to be more patient to face
everything problems and everyone. I noticed that we should give more patience and
care for those disable people. They need more care from others people. I also
learned the basic of the sewing skills although it's quite hard. After this community
service, I need to be glad everything I have now and I will help more disable people
who need our help.



Reflection

▸Jonathan

During the visits to the PPOC, I have learned how to work well in a team, both with 
my group mates and also the residences or supervisor in charge. Teamwork 
establishes strong relationships among us. Despite there were some occasional 
disagreements, I learned how to control my patience, emotion and still enjoy working 
together and shares a strong bond. When it comes to having discussion with my 
group mates, it enhances my communication skills as well as critical thinking skills to 
come out with an idea. In conclusion, this module exposes me to diversity and 
multiculturalism, builds relationships and social connectedness with peers, adults, 
and activists sharing a cause, gave me the ability to develop an increased sense of 
social responsibility, introducing me to the society and a heart for giving back when 
helping others who are in need. 



Reflection

▸Eu Jun

Throughout this module what I have learn is teamwork, passionate and 

responsibility toward the community around us. Never in my wildest dreams would I 

have even begun to imagine that community service could be such a rewarding 

experience. Community Service is important for many reasons. Taking part and 

volunteering teaches compassion and understanding. One of my favorite things 

about community service is that there are opportunities and choices right in your 

very neighborhood. I have learned how to work in a team so that we can deliver the 

faster and better job. In addition, responsible for the community is the greatest 

achievement that we have throughout this module.


